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Introduction
Around the world, the idea that a judge could be elected seems rather perplexing. Typically,
most nations utilize an appointment system that is akin to the procedures used in selecting federal
judges in the United States.1 However, while the federal judges are appointed via the executive
branch, the vast majority of states appoint some of their judges through an election process. A total
of thirty-nine states hold some form of elections in appointing judges in their respective trial courts
and intermediate appellate courts, while thirty-eight of those states hold judicial elections for their
high courts (typically referred to as “Supreme Courts”).2 In comparison, only two other nations,
Switzerland and Japan, use any form of judicial election, and even they refrain from using it to
such a degree.3 Former Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor once opined, in reference to
judicial elections, “No other nation in the world does that, because they realize you’re not going
to get fair and impartial judges that way.”4
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Justice O’Connor’s concerns have also held through in the general public as well. A 2013
poll of 600 registered voters found that 59% believed that campaign contributions made to a judge
had a “great deal” of influence on the judge’s decisions.5 Yet, in light of these strong feelings,
judicial elections have becoming a booming enterprise with approximately $211 million dollars
being raised in state supreme court races from 2000 to 2009, “two and a half times more than in
the previous decade.”6 With concern coming from the highest court in the land to the very people
that vote for these judges, the question remains, “why do we not abolish judicial elections?”
This paper looks to explore the history and circumstances surrounding the rather unique
concept of judicial elections, from its inception to the issues that still arise from its perplexities.
First, this paper will examine the initial rational and viewpoints that shaped the use of judicial
elections in states despite the use of the appointment system in the federal level. Second, the paper
will examine issues that have been arisen in recent years from the use of the judicial election
system, including concerns regarding gerrymandering, an increase in sentencing, and the influence
of campaign financing. Finally, this paper will examine other potential systems or ideas that could
be incorporated in order to overhaul the judicial election system. Ultimately, this paper aims to
highlight the numerous problems with judicial elections but present an option that would not
outright eliminate judicial elections.
A Brief Look at the History of Judicial Elections
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The late Roy A. Schotland, a former law professor at Georgetown University, once said
that “more sweat and ink have been spent on getting rid of judicial elections than on any other
single subject in the history of America law.”7 A great deal of this debate has always centered
around concerns of judicial independence. Although much literature has been expended on
defining and narrowing down what is “judicial independence”, Wisconsin’s Chief Justice Patience
Drake Roggensack has described it as “impartial decision making, where the rule of law is applied
even-handedly and the court does not respond to external pressures, such as court funding, special
interest groups, political agendas, the press, campaign contributors, or an upcoming election or
hoped-for appointment.”8
The questions surrounding maintaining this judicial independence and insulating judges
from the rest of government has been raging on for centuries. For over three hundred years, the
English monarchs fought with Parliament over who controlled appointment of the judiciary.9
These anxieties eventually made their way across the pond in the British Colonies. American
colonists sought to gain some control over the judges that controlled their law, but to avail. The
British monarchy controlled the appointment of colonial judges, and, alongside the British
Parliament, began paying judicial salaries through taxes on American’s imported goods.10 These
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worries manifested themselves in the Declaration of Independence, in which the Founding Fathers
accused King George III of “[making] Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the tenure of their
offices, and the amount and payment of their salaries.”11
Ultimately, following the victory in the American Revolutionary War, the Founder Fathers
were presented an opportunity to shape the judicial selection process in their own way. Thus, on
May 14, 1787, the delegates at the Constitutional Convention attempted to, amongst other things,
decide the selection of judges on the federal level.12 A compromise was ultimately reached in
which the executive branch would appoint federal judges, “with the advice and consent” of
Congress.13 While there was unity in the federal government on how appointment would occur,
the states were divided into two camps on how they would select their own judges. Five of the
original thirteen states, allowed judicial appointment by the governor or the governor’s council.14
While the eight remaining states placed the power of judicial appointment in the hands of the state
legislatures.15 Yet, despite the overall democratic movement within the newly formed nation,
direct elections for judges would still remain a foreign concept for many years. In fact, from 1776
to 1830, the eleven newly added states placed their judicial selection in the hands of either the
governor or the legislature.16
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In the early nineteenth century, as the suffrage movement continued to grow, the general
populace began to push back
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appointments of judges in the states. The scorn directed at the crown for denying the colonists the
right to allow their legislatures to choose judges, had now crept up once again. However, this time,
the scorn and accusations of tyranny were now being hurled by the American people at those same
legislatures.17 In 1812, Georgia became the first state to implement judicial elections.18 The rise of
populism under Andrew Jackson and his slogan “Let the People Rule” also led to a dramatic
increase in states abandoning appointments in favor of direct judicial elections.19 By 1861, the
majority of states had shifted to a judicial election based system, and20 “[b]etween 1865 and 1959,
every state that was admitted to the Union adopted popular election of state judges.”21
In examining the adoption of judicial elections, it seems that such an occurrence was simply
a natural progression of suffrage in the United States. The colonists began their campaign in taking
away judicial appointment from the British crown and, after decades of fighting, were able to bring
that power to the people themselves. However, a deeper examination of judicial elections brings
to light issues that those early Americans could not have accounted for. These issues (discussed in
the preceding paragraph) are the result of the unique conditions surrounding judges and the
judiciary.
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Former Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge once stated that, “The restraint, temperament
and detachment that we rightly demand from our judges is fundamentally incongruous with
partisan, statewide political campaigns. In my opinion, campaigning is precisely the wrong thing
to ask our judges to do!”22 The role of judges is vastly different from other elected officials. Those
in the legislative and executive branches serve as representatives of the will of the people. A
representative is meant to be “popular” as “issues of policy are properly decided by majority
vote.”23 In contrast, judges face a vastly different job than their constituents in the other branches
of government, they must serve as a legal presence that provides apolitical rulings void of personal
bias.24
Over the years legal scholars and citizens alike have argued that judges should embrace a
role of promoters of social change and that they should reflect the ideals of society.25 26 However,
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg has argued that those roles are reserved for political
actors.27 In her Dissenting Opinion in Republican Party of Minnesota v. White, Justice Ginsburg
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argues that unlike other publicly elected officials, judges are not meant to serve a “faction or
constituency.”28 Instead, judges are to disregard popular opinion and “must strive to do what is
legally right, all the more so when the result is not the one ‘the home crowd’ wants.”29
Thus, although judicial elections appear on the surface to be grounded in the very
democratic values the nation was founded on, they may not necessarily be appropriate in this case.
Aside from the hypothetical and moral debate on the role of the judiciary, there numerous realworld examples that illustrate not only illustrate Justice Ginsburg’s concerns, but also bring to
light new problems.
Problems Arising from Judicial Elections
In June 2017, the League of Women Voters of Pennsylvania, joined by eighteen
Democratic Pennsylvanians, filed suit against Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (and numerous
political officials) challenging the constitutionality of Pennsylvania’s 2011 congressional
redistricting.30 The Pennsylvania Supreme Court ultimately held that the 2011 redistricting was
unconstitutional and, after the Pennsylvania General Assembly and Governor failed to timely
agree on a new redistricting, the Court created its own congressional map for the 2018
elections.31
On the surface, the Court’s decision in League of Women Voters v. Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, appears to be a standard argument of constitutionality and separation of power.
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However, numerous Pennsylvania lawmakers have strongly criticized the decisions as a result of
the partisan make-up of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. Out of the seven Supreme Court
justices, five are Democrats from the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh area and the remaining two are
Republican.32
The makeup of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania makes clear the issue arising from
League of Women Voters v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; as long as there are judicial
elections, there will always be concerns about the impartiality of judges. In response to this
ruling, Pennsylvania Republican lawmakers have called for the impeachment of the state’s
Supreme Court justices33 and to reform the judiciary.34 35 Nonetheless, despite the potential
positive impacts of the reform proposals, this political bickering has stemmed from
Pennsylvania’s partisan judicial elections. Politicians on both sides have dug into their party-line
trenches as the Justices’ opinions are being criticized and praised due to their party affiliation.
Moreover, the public quarreling and challenges of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania’s
impartiality may further damage citizen’s faith in the judiciary. In a 2001 poll conducted by the
request of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court found that ninety percent (90%) of Pennsylvanian
voters “believed that judicial decisions were influenced by large campaign contributions.”36 It is
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clear that political debates about the partisan bias of Pennsylvania judges are unlikely to rectify
the distrust of the judiciary.
The recent statistics surrounding judicial elections in Pennsylvania have probably
substantiated the concerns that those nine in ten Pennsylvanians had. Out of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court justices who served in 2008 and 2009, the six who won their positions through
election raised a total of nearly $ 8 million in campaign contributions.37 The number becomes
more concerning when acknowledging that approximately thirty percent (30%) of these
contributions were made by “attorneys, law firms, and legal PACs.”38 These lobbyist did more
than just get their day in court, they reveled in it. Out of the 112 civil cases decided upon by the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court in 2008 and 2009, seventy-five (75) of them involved at least one
“litigant, attorney, or law firm” that contributed to one of the six justices’ election campaigns.39
Not only are legislatures and citizens aware of the potential biases related to judicial
elections, but judges appear to be cognizant of the issue as well. A 1998 study sponsored by the
Texas Supreme Court found that forty-eight (48%) of Texas judges believed that campaign
contributions affected judicial decisions.40 Judges also behave differently as elections approach.
A Pennsylvania study, found that “all judges, even the most punitive, increase their
sentences as re-election nears, resulting in some 2,700 years of additional prison time, or 6
percent of total prison time, in aggravated assault, rape and robbery sentences over a 10-year
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period.”41 The researchers conclude that “media accounts of courtroom proceedings tend to
result in voters believing judges are too lenient,” and “voters are inclined to believe the criminal
justice system as a whole is too lenient.”42 Therefore, judges often run on campaigns that are
“heavily anti-defendant or pro-death penalty.”43 Moreover, these are not mere campaign slogans
nor do these sentiments end when a judge wins reelection. In fact, appointed judges are far more
likely to reverse a death penalty conviction (26% of the time) as compared to a judge facing
retention elections (15%) or judges facing competitive elections (11%).44
Ultimately, the statistical findings show that the concerns arising from judicial elections
causing impartiality are not unfounded. Judicial elections are shown to raise concerns over
impartiality and partisanship, while also significantly changing the way that judges actually rule.
Perhaps some of these trends help explain why or contribute to the fact that only twenty-nine
percent (29%) of Americans have a “great deal” of confidence in the criminal justice system and
ninety-two percent (92%) want to see change in the civil justice system.45 These findings lead to
another question, what can we do to change the judicial system?
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Ideas for Change in Judicial Selections
Although it is beneficial to view the problems associated with a judicial election system,
criticisms also benefit from suggestions. Analyzing the history of judicial selection in the United
States presents many answers to the questions that have plagued researches and scholars, but it can
also cause some misunderstanding. The judicial election systems adopted by the majority of states
in the nineteenth century served the purpose of furthering stripping power from a dominating elite
and getting individuals involved in the legal system.
Nonetheless, American society has changed dramatically, and new issues arose from
judicial elections that those early suffrage proponents could not have accounted for. In the earlynineteenth century, voters only had to choose from a handful of candidates who relied on their
reputation rather than any sort of organized campaigning.46 However, urbanization eliminated the
natural “grass-root” campaigns as political parties began to endorse and select candidates.47 Even
in the late-eighteenth century, due to the overbearing party machines choosing judges, the public
began to lose confidence in the judiciary.48 By the early-twentieth century, numerous states
(including Pennsylvania) adopted nonpartisan elections.
Ultimately, Pennsylvania rejected the nonpartisan elections due to voters being “unable to
make informed decisions.”49 The history of judicial elections has always had one underlying
problem, “is the judiciary independent?” Yet, the target of these attacks has shifted throughout the
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years. The public no longer fears that a king or the legislative elite control the judges, but rather
they are concerned that wealthy donors and political parties now influence judicial decisions.
Nevertheless, no judicial selection system can be perfect. On one hand, executive
appointment systems allow for judges to escape direct scrutiny from the public. On the other hand,
judicial elections encourage and often force judges to change their decision-making. Therefore,
states, and Pennsylvania in particular, should look to incorporate a system that balances both
judicial independence and accountability to the public. The most appropriate system would be a
merit-based judicial appointment system. A merit-based selection is comprised of three parts;
(1) selection of a nonpartisan judicial nominating commission; (2) a list of judicial
nominees compiled by the commission and presented to the appointing authority, who is
usually the governor;150 and (3) the selection and appointment of a nominee.50
States adopting such a system can also incorporate retention elections, in which the appointed
judge serves a shorter initial term and then voters cast ballots on whether or not renew the judge
for a new term.51 This provides a step in the right direction while retaining a role for active voters.
Conclusion
In conclusion, judicial election systems no longer serve the purpose that they were
originally intended for. Judicial elections were once important for providing judicial independence
and promoting public faith in the judiciary. The statistics show that neither of these principles still
apply, especially in the state of Pennsylvania where judicial partisanship issues are still making
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headlines in the news. Judicial election states should seek to incorporate a merit-based system that
restore the balance the Founding Fathers fought for.

